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Co-design Hardware and Algorithm for Vector Search
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Keyword-based matching was the theme of
search engines for decades
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What’s wrong with this method?

Natural languages are complex: two sentences can share the
same meaning while sharing little common words

We’re looking for a “tragic love story” but Shakespeare wrote 
about “star-crossed lovers”

Exact match is powerless in this case…
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Machine learning drives the new generation of search engines
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Words to vectors

Similar concept in document encoding: doc2vec 
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Approximate nearest neighbor search (ANNS)
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Given: a set of database vectors (e.g., encoded documents)

Input: a query vector

Output: K most similar vectors in the database

Quality metric: recall



Target algorithm: IVF-PQ

IVF: inverted file index
Not the keyword based one!

Partition the vectors by clustering
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Target algorithm: IVF-PQ

PQ: product quantization
Reduce the vector size to a few bytes

Allow fully in-memory search
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IVF-PQ: search process
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Can we put the algorithm on specialized hardware?
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To build a hardware accelerator for the algorithm,
we need to identify the bottleneck first

However, there are many parameters in IVF-PQ…
nlist: the number of clusters (partitions) in the index

nprobe: the number of clusters to visit per search
K: the number of results to return per query

…

These influence the bottleneck dramatically!
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The effect of K on performance bottlenecks

K = number of results to return
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The effect of nprobe on performance bottlenecks

nprobe = number of clusters to scan
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Example FPGA design

Problem: the resource utilization (number of processing elements)
per stage by human expert, which can be suboptimal
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Goal in real industry deployments

A fixed recall goal requirements in search engines

Can we build an FPGA-based ANNS systems that:
Given:

(a) A user-provided dataset
(b) A recall requirement

Figure out:
(a) The best accelerator design 
(b) The according algorithm parameters to use

Generate:
The optimal hardware accelerator customized for the optimal algorithm 
parameters
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FANNS: co-design hardware and algorithm for vector search



On the algorithm side
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On the hardware side
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Hardware design: distance estimation
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On the hardware side
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Valid accelerator designs

Whatever the combinations of the hardware building blocks,
as long as they fit on the FPGA.

The FPGA resource consumption constraint:
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Performance prediction

Performance of a single processing element: 

Performance of the entire accelerator depends on the slowest 
search stage:
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Some example designs
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Evaluation

Hardware
CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2686 v4 @ 2.30GHz, 16vCPU, 64GB

FPGA: AMD Alveo U55c FPGA, 16 GB

Software
Faiss: the most popular library for PQ-based ANN search

Vitis HLS: for FPGA accelerator development

Dataset
SIFT: 128-dimensional, 100 million vectors

Deep: 96-dimensional, 100 million vectors
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Throughput speedup over CPU and FPGA baselines
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Up to 20.79x QPS as the FPGA baseline

Up to 29.98x QPS as the CPU baseline



Conclusion

Vector-based information retrieval is the future

The bottlenecks in the the IVF-PQ algorithm shift

FANNS: co-design hardware and algorithm

Given a recall target on a dataset

Use a performance-model to guide accelerator design

Use a code-generator to make the design transparent to users
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